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1. Answer tlle following questions : lx4:4
(a) What is the argument of -3f ?

(b) Express the number -.6 -JZt in polar
form.

(r* 1;)
(c) Plot the number e\ 4 ) 

"

(d) Find the real part ot !IZ.

2. (a) Find and plot all the roots of 1r - 4*. 2

(b) prove that, argfa] = ar|zt-ar|zz. 2
\zz )
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3. (a)

(b)

121
';.

Check the analyticity and hence find the

derivative of the'function f (zl = sinz.

Using Cauch5r's ,'integral formula,
evaluate

,n6 z 
=-dztc p_t)3

where C is a circle given bY lzl=).
.!',,.,;i ;1, Of i :,r'..:

Find Taylor series expansion about the
origin tot f(rt =h(l+z):

4. (a) Define pole, simple pole, isolated

singularity and essential singularity'

tb) Find Laurent expansiop, for the function

sinz
J{zl= oz'

about zo =O and hence classifY the

singuiaritv and calculate the residue'

Or

Derive Cauchy's integral formulas.

5. Calculate the residues

r* *2d*evaluate | ____--.
so 

1r + x2l2
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of f(4=-!- ana
(1+ z'l'

3+4=7
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6. Answer the foilowing questions : lx4=4

(b),

What is the ndture'of ottit for 
"n 

object
movins under Ut. ltttirr.n'ce of 

- 
an

inverse 'square law force with total
enels,S .O,?,, 

. i

4r $yster,a ; of 5 I partic,lgs: has 1 2 I equations
of constraints-end requires 3 generalized
coordinates: -- Are the constraints
holonomic or non-holonomic?

Write down the l.agrange's equation of
motion for arnon-conservative system.

What is theiBxpiession of Hamiltonian
of a system in sphedcal polar
coord.inates?l

7. (a) Show that'yangular momentr:.m is a
constant of central force motion.

(b) What are.li',generalized forces and
generalized, 

r inomenta?

Determine the Hamiltonian of a system if its
Lagrangian is given'Uy f. =tA" +a(q-qa|2,

where cr is a constant.

(a)

(c)

(d)
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8. Answer any threeof the following questions :

(a) obtain the general iin."rrtiut 
"n .arT=t'

of a central orbit.

(b)

(c)

Using the variational principle, show
that the shortest distance between two
points in a plane is a straight line.

Referring to the figure given U"to*,
consider a systern of two masses m1 and,,rh2 , tied together with a light'inbjrt8nsible cord of lehgth I passing
round a frictionless pulley :

Find the equation of motion for this
systern employing Lagrange,s equation.
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{d) A simple pendr:lum hangs from the
ceiling of an elevator which is moving
dorvn with a constant acceleration a.

Obtgi.il lhe Hamiltonian q.4d hence'the
equglion ,of motion of the simple
pendulumi

(e) Deduce the Hamilton's canonical equa-
tions in terms of Poisson's brackets and
show that Poisson's bracket of two
constants of rnoJion is itself a cor,rstant
of motion.

9. Answer any two questions : 5x2= 1O

(a) A particle follows a spiral orbit given by
r = aebQ under the influence of a central
force, where a and b are constants.
Obtain the force law.

(bi Show that the total energr of a particle
of mass m acted upon by a central force
is given by

where V(r) is the potential energr, L ll:,.e
angular momentum anC (r, 0) the polar
coordinates of the particle; u=l/r.

u =L1,, .(#),]-,",,,



(,6':;,

Starting from the Hamiltonis principle,
deduce the La.grange's equations of
motion.

Using Hamilton's canonical equations,
derive the equation of motion of a
particle moving in a force field in which
tlre potential is given by V = -k lr,
where k is positive.

***
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